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Abstract 
In this paper, we examine optimal path planning for 
the motion of a wheel which minimizes some combina-
tion of time and effort expended. Several techniques 
are examined but a combination of continuation and 
multi-dimensional N ewton-Raphson shooting is shown 
to be effective, within limits. 
1 Introduction 
Planning the motion of autonomous vehicles is crit-
ical for full utilization of their potential, especially 
when fuel (battery charge) is limited and-much maneu-
vering is to be done. These vehicles may be asked to 
perform more challenging, less structured tasks in the 
future than the wire guided vehicles of the past. Ex-
amples include inspection of radiation hazards, main-
tenance of remote installations and manipulation from 
a mobile base. Most vehicles in common use have non-
holonomic behavior, which greatly complicates mo-
tion planning. When moving in a structured envi-
ronment the nonholonomic behavior may not be sig-
nificant. This research addresses the cases where the 
nonholonomic constraints are significant. The model 
of a single wheel explored explicitly here is represen-
tative of commercial "omnidirectional" vehicles (e.g. 
Denning and Cyber Motion vehicles) in common use 
today for some of these tasks. More conventional front 
wheel steering is not examined here, but the concepts 
are relevant with added complexity that obscures the 
principles to be conveyed. 
Unless power is provided by a tether, a mobile robot 
can only operate for limited periods of time without 
stopping to recharge. To improve productivity, it is 
desirable to operate as long as possible without inter-
rupting operations. But it is also important to oper-
ate quickly. So in some situations. it is desirable to 
minimize the time required to complete a motion. In 
others, it is desirable to minimize the energy used. It 
is a worthwhile goal to determine path plans which 
balance these two objectives and produce useful mo-
tions. 
In this paper, we consider the motions of a vehicle 
as represented by a single wheel. We would like to 
plan optimal motions for the wheel from a starting 
configuration to a goal configuration. A configuration 
is determined by three values: two for position and 
one for angle. 
2 Background 
Other researchers have developed path planning 
techniques for wheeled vehicles that that address dif-
ferent but related concerns. Most of these works con-
struct paths by piecing together canonical subtrajec-
tories which satisfy some goal of smoothness. Dubins 
showed that minimum-length paths without cusps can 
be constructed using combinations of straight line seg-
ments and circular arcs [3]. Reeds and Sheep extended 
t.his to paths with cusps [8]. Clothoid curves provide a 
smooth transition in steering angles during the transi-
tions from straight lines to circular arcs and have been 
used extensively to design highway layout. Kanayama 
introduced cubic spirals-which are curves which min-
imize the integral of the derivative of the curvature 
along the path [6]. Paths constructed of cubic spi-
rals apparently minimize the side-to-side acceleration 
during maneuvers. 
3 The optimal path planning problem 
for the wheel 
3.1 General problem derivation 
The wheel rolls on the x-y plane without slipping 
(or tipping) but can turn about the point it contacts 
the plane. The conventions for its coordinates are 
shown in Figure 1. The forward speed of the wheel 
x 
Figure 1: Kinematics of a wheel 
is v. The steering angle of the wheel is 8. 
The constraint that the wheel can't slip sideways 
can be represented by two kinematic equations of mo-
tion: 
Y 
v cos 8 
v sin 8 
(1) 
(2) 
Note that the motion allowed by this constraint is 
equivalent to the motion of a keeled sailboat, a pizza 
cutter, and a knife. In order to put these equations of 
motion into vector form, let v and e be inputs, u, and 
restate the equations of motion in the form x = f(x)u, 
or more explicitly: 
We would like to construct an optimal path from an 
initial configuration (Xi) to a goal configuration (xg ) 
while minimizing some combination of time and en-
ergy expended. We assume the initial configuration is 
zero (Xi = 0, Yi = 0, (h = 0) without loss of general-
ity since the goal configuration can always be found 
relative to the initial configuration. 
A total cost function which trades off the competing 
desires of minimizing time and minimizing energy is: 
(4) 
where the parameter a (0 ~ a < 1) determines 
whether the tradeoff is biased towards minimizing 
time (with smaller a) or energy (larger a). In gen-
eraL minimizing the integral of the sum of the squares 
of the velocities does not always minimize the energy 
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expended, but is useful since it is more mathematically 
tractable and is related to the energy expended. Iffric-
tion in each degree of freedom is proportional to the 
velocity for that degree of freedom, then minimizing 
the integral of the sum of the squares of the velocities 
is directly related to minimizing the energy expended. 
This is also a common technique for minimizing the 
maximum levels of control inputs [2, p. 149]. 
Following the usual optimal controls approach (see 
any optimal controls text, such as Bryson and Ho [2]), 
the cost functional is: 
(5) 
Construct the Hamiltonian by adjoining L with f(xJ 
by a vector of Lagrange multipliers, A (which are 
called costates): 
H L + ATf(x) (6) 
1 ( 2'? a+2"I-a)(hv +b28-)+ 
'>'1 v cos 8 + '>'2 V sin 8 + >'3e (7) 
In order to optimize the path, it is necessary that 
.\ = -(oH/oxf. Evaluating this produces: 
>'1 _oH =0 ox . (8) 
~2 _oH =0 oy (9) 
~3 
oH . -Te = V(>'l sm 8 - >'2 cos 8) (10) 
Equation- (8) implies that >'1 is constant. Similarly, 
Equation (9) implies that >'2 is constant. However >'3 
varies over the path. 
For the control to be optimal, it is necessary that 
oH/ou = 0 at each instant along the optimal path. 
This leads to: 
oH = 0 
ov 
of! = 0 
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Solving Equation (11) for the optimal velocity gives: 
• >'1 cos 8 + >'2 sin 8 
v =-
(1 - a)b 1 
(13) 
Likewise, solving Equation (12) for the optimal'steer-
ing rate gives: 
(14) 
The costates ),1, ),2, and ),3 are influence functions 
[2, p. 49]: They generate the optimal inputs. There-
fore, the full set of optimal kinematic equations of mo-
tion are the state equations Equations (1) and (2) and 
the costate Equations (14) and (13). Integrating this 
set of equations together guarantees optimal motions. 
But getting an optimal motion to a desired configura-
tion requires finding exactly the right initial conditions 
and final time. 
Notice that there are four unknowns: ),1, ),2, ),3i 
(the initial value of ),3), and if (the final time). The 
final time must be free since we want to optimize it. 
Since the final time is free, the Hamiltonian must be 
zero on the optimum path. Specifically, it must be 
zero at the initial instant. Letting () = ()i = 0, V = Vi 
and () = ()i in Equation (7) produces: 
Substituting in the optimal velocities from Equa-
tions (13) and (14) and manipulating the result leads 
to: 
(16) 
which is a quadratic surface in),l and ),3i. Solving this 
for ),3i and doing a few trial integrations to determine 
the necessary sign gives: 
(17) 
Since ),3i can be determined from ),1 and ),2, the prob-
lem really has only three unknowns: ),1, ),2, and if· 
To find a solution, it is necessary to determine the val-
ues of ),1, ),2, and if which produce an optimal path 
that ends with xf = x g • 
3.2 Straight line solution 
In the special case that the wheel is pointing di-
rectly towards the goal at the initial instant and the 
desired final orientation (() g) is in the same direction, 
the optimal path is a straight line and can be solved 
in closed form. Since the goal is straight ahead, () = 0 . 
along the entire path. Which means e = o. That im-
plies ),3 = 0 which implies '>:3 = o. Also, since () is 
constant, it is clear from Equation (13) that v is con-
stant during the motion. Solve Equation (13) for ),1 
(letting () = 0) and substitute it into Equation (15) 
and solve the result for v·: 
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3.3 The nature of the general problem 
By appropriate manipulation of Equations (10), 
(13), and (14), everything can be put in terms of () 
in one, higher order, differential equation: 
() = C1 sin 2() + C2 cos 2() (19) 
where C1 and C2 are functions of the problem param-
eters (a, b1 , b2 , xg, Yg, and ()g). This ordinary differ-
ential equation does not have a closed-form solution. 
This has important implications. In most of the 
previous work (as discussed in Section 2), it is possi-
ble to solve the underlying problem in a closed form. 
In our case, it is not possible to construct canonical 
subtrajectoiies since there is no closed-form solution 
to the underlying problem (except in special cases such 
as a straight line path). 
This leads to two possible approachs: (1) solve the 
problem beforehand (for all relevant cases) and save 
the solutions for later reuse, or (2) solve the problem 
on the fly (on a case-by-case basis). 
If we solve the problem before hand and create a 
library of solutions, it is· important to know how com-
plex the solution space is. If it is complex it will re-
quire significant, possibly excessive, storage. If the 
solution space simple, the storage requirements are re-
duced significantly. 
If we solve the system on the fly, it is critical to find 
a technique which can find a solution quickly. 
3.4 Example paths 
In order to show how the shape of the optimal path 
depends on the values of the costates, it is useful to 
see some sample paths. Figure 2 shows a grid of op-
timal paths for various choices of ),1 and ),2 (all with 
the same final time if = 8 seconds). The graphs in 
each column show· the path for the same value of )'1-
which is noted at the bottom of the column. Similarly, 
every graph in each row shows the path for the same 
value of )'2-which is noted on the left end of the row. 
Every graph covers the same area (0.5 :::; x :::; 3.5 and 
0.5 :::; Y :::; 3.5) and is drawn to the same scale for 
comparison purposes. Each path is optimal because 
it is generated by integrating the equations of motion 
which incorporate the optimal inputs. 
An examination of this figure reveals several things: 
• There is a significant degree of symmetry. The 
paths to (x, y) have the same shape as paths to 
(x, -y)-but are flipped about the x-axis and the 
costates have opposite signs. Therefore, it is ade-
quate to be able to find the path to anywhere in 
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Figure 2: Example optimal paths of a wheel for var-
ious >'1 and >'2 (with tj = 8 seconds, 
a = 1/2, b1 = 1, and b2 = 1). 
third and fourth quadrants can then be found by 
symmetry. 
• Some paths involve backing up. 
• The paths are not simple functions (such as cir-
cular arcs). 
• The general direction of each path of the varies 
strongly with >'1 and >'2. 
• The basic shape of the path varies strongly with 
>'1 and >'2. For instance, compare the path for 
>'1 = 0.35 and >'2 = -0.5 with the path for 
>'1 = 0.35 and >'2 = -0.75. The basic direction 
in which the two paths move are not significantly 
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different, but the shape of the paths are dramat-
ically different (cyclodial versus zig-zag). So a 
50% change in >'2 can significanly affect the basic 
shape of the path. 
3.5 Search surfaces 
One way to consider the problem is to think of it 
as a search problem in the unknown parameters >'1, 
>'2, and t j. To get a feel for what kind of search is 
involved, it is helpful to consider a specific case. For 
instance, suppose we want to find a path to x 9 = 2, 
Yg = 2, and Bg = 0 (for which we will use the nota-
tion (2,2,0)). Fix the final time to tj (the optimum 
final time), and construct a 3-dimensional surface of 
the total configuration error. This surface is shown 
in Figure 3. The search is actually 3-dimensional but 
Goal: 
Xg = 2 
Yg = 2 
Bg = 0 
12.5 
Figure 3: Final configuration error surface 
(Ix j-Xg 1+IYj-Yg I+IB j -Bg I) for a path to 
(2,2,0) with tj = 2.7395 seconds, a = 1/2, 
b1 = 1, and b2 = 1. The solution is lo-
cated in the groove where >'1 = -0.08081 
and >'2 = -0.78328. 
this simplification allows us to get a feel for the nature 
of the search space in two dimensions. 
Since the height of surface represents the final con-
figuration error, the solution will occur only where it 
goes to zero. The solution for the path to (2,2,0) 
is located in the groove where >'1 = -0.08081 and 
>'2 = -0.78328. Notice that the solution lies in a deep 
groove. The shape of the path generated using this 
solution is shown in Figure 4. Figure 4a shows the 
optimal path to (2,2,0). Figure 4b shows the other 
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(b) Other variables during the motion 
Figure 4: Optimal solution for a path to (2,2,0) 
Finding the solution gets harder as the goal gets 
farther away. For example, if the goal is located at 
(6,6,0), the cost surface is similar to the one in Fig-
ure 3 but the groove is extremely narrow and difficult 
to find. As is illustrated in Section 3.4, the nature 
of the path is highly dependent on the costate values. 
This is because the costates determine the control in-
puts and because the costates determine the initial 
conditions. If the goal is farther away, the integration 
necessary to determine the optimal path gets longer 
and longer. Integration errors build up and the fi-
. nal configuration becomes more and more sensative 
to the initial conditions-which are determined by the 
costate values, 1.1 and 1.2 • 
4 Solution techniques 
Several approaches were tried to solve the problem 
of finding the values of 1. 1 , 1. 2 , and t f necessary to get 
the wheel to a specified goal configuration. 
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4.1 Shooting 
This optimal path planning problem can be treated 
as a zero-finding problem. We want to solve the set of 
equations fi(Al,A2,tf) = 0 where: 
f1(Al, 1. 2 , tf) 
h(Al, 1. 2 , t f) 




where x f, Yf, and e f are determined by integrating 
the equations of motion (Equations (1), (2), (14), and 
(13)) from t = 0 to t f with the initial conditions spec-
ified by 1.1 and 1.2 • 
Notice that it is possible to converge to suboptimal 
answers using this approach. 
A typical approach to this kind of problem is ba-
sically multi-dimensional Newton-Raphson and is of-
ten called "shooting". (It is outlined in [10].) For 
this problem, the necessary derivative information is 
determined by direct numerical differentiation. This 
technique converges quite well if the initial guess for 
1. 1 , 1.2 , and t f are close enough to the correct solu-
tion. For example, consider the example run shown in 
Table 1. The initial guess is shown on the first line. 
tf Xj Yj 8j }.1 }.2 
3.00000 1.7109 2.0635 -0.3171 0.00000 -0.80000 
2.71456 1.8734 2.0187 0.0457 -0.03870 -0.79390 
2.73662 1.9993 1.9847 -0.0130 -0.08172 -0.78429 
2.73948 1.9999 2.0001 0.0001 -0.08077 -0.78329 
2.73949 2.0000 2.0000 -0.0000 -0.08081 -0.78328 
Table 1: Output of sample shooting run 
In this case, shooting converges cleanly in four shots. 
If the initial guess is farther afield, the shots jump all 
around and can get quite wild. For instance, shooting 
does not converge for the same problem with an initial 
starting guess of 1.1 = 0, 1.2 = -1/2, and if = 2. But 
if a particular shot happens to land "close enough" to 
the solution, it will then converge. 
Shooting does not work adequately when the prob-
lem get more difficult. For instance, finding the path 
to (6,6,0) requires starting extremely close to the cor-
rect answer. This is an inherent limitation to the ap-
proach of using costates and is not a flaw in the shoot-
ing approach itself. (See [2, p. 214] for details.) 
4.2 Genetic algorithms 
Another popular approach to solving minimization 
problems is by using "genetic algorithms". For back-
ground information, see Goldberg [4]. This technique 
uses a population (or set) of guesses which "evolve" 
from generation to generation. In each generation, the 
population is generated, evaluated, and used to gener-
ate the population of guesses for the next generation. 
The fittest guesses of each generation are used to gen-
erate the guesses of the next generation. How this 
is done depends on the type genetic algorithms im-
plemented. We used Grefenstette's public-domain ge-
netic algorithm package called GENESIS 5.0 [5]. The 
"genes" for the problem are the costates and the final 
time. The fitness function must return a single value 
for each set of genes. Our fitness fUnction integrates 
the system from the initial time to the final time and 
returns the total cost (J +Ix f-Xg 1+IYf -Yg I+IB f -Bg I). 
This approach generally gets moderately close to the 
globally optimum solution, but is slow. 
4.3 Iterative dynamic programming 
Dynamic programming is a method for optimiza-
tion which determines the optimal path through a 
grid. If the grid is coarse, dynamic programming 
works reasonably quickly. If the grid is fine enough 
to get useful, the computation and storage required 
(even for small problems) quickly gets out of hand 
due to the "curse of dimensionality." Luus has devel-
oped a technique to circumvent this problem to some 
degree [9]. Initially, the grid is coarse. The optimal 
path is found in the grid, and then the coarseness of 
the grid is systematically reduced and the new grid is 
centered about the previous optimal path. This cy-
cle is repeated until the path is adequately refined. 
We implemented this iterative dynamic programming 
technique for the motion of the wheel. It converges 
reasonably close to the optimal solution although it is 
slow. Although this approach does not directly yield 
the initial, values of the costates, it is possible to es-
timate them from the shape of the optimal path near 
t = O. Unfortunately, the estimates of the costates 
prove to be very poor. Also, finding this technique 
does not provide a direct way to find the optimal final 
time. 
4.4 Continuation 
Finally, we investigated a continuation technique 
for solving a set of nonlinear algebraic equations out-
lined in Kane and Levinson [7]. Bless also uses contin-
uation to find an initial guess for finding the solution 
to an optimal motion problem using Hamilton's weak 
principle [1, p. 154] 
This technique introduces a continuation variable r 
and proposes the following relationship (i = 1,2,3): 
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where the Ii are the same functions as are defined in 
Equations (20)-(21) and ki are a set of initial guesses 
for A1, A2, and t f. These equations are true for r = 0 
since initially A1 = k1' A2 = k2' and t f = k3 . Con-
sider A1, ).2, and tf to be functions of T. If we could 
evolve them properly as T varies from 0 to 1, then the 
final values of A1, A2, and t f would be the solution 
to the original problem since the right hand side of 
each equation would be zero when r = 1. Differen-
tiate Equations (23) with respect to r to obtain the 
following set of first-order differential equations: 
811 dA1 811 dA2 811 dtf 
8A1 dr + 8).2 dr + 8tf Tr=-h(k1,k2,k3) (24) 
812 dA1 812 dA2 812 dtf 
8A1 dr + 8).2 dr + 8tf Tr = - h(k1' k2 , k3) (25) 
81s dA1 81s dA2 81s dif 
8A1 dr + 8).2 dr + 8if dr = - ls(k1, k2, k3) (26) 
Integrating this set of ordinary differential equations 
from T = 0 to 1 will evolve A1, A2, and if from the 
initial guesses to a solution. In order to apply this to 
the problem at hand, the partial derivatives are com-
puted by varying each parameter slightly and doing 
direct numerical differentiation. We implemented this 
technique and it works quickly and converges to an-
swers near the correct solution. It does not generally 
converge to exactly the correct solution because of ap-




Figure 5: Continuation track for a path to (2,2,0). 
The final values are: ).1 =-0.086068, 
).2 = -0.783663, and tf = 2.75787. 
track of the variables ).1, ).2, and t fasT varies from 
o to 1 during an example continuation run for finding 
a path to (2,2,0) with a = 1/2, b1 = 1, and b2 = 1. 
Line 1 is the continuation track in 3 dimensions (A1, 
).2, t f). Line 2 is the projection of the continuation 
I~---
track onto the A1-A2 plane, line 3 is the projection 
onto the A1-t f plane, and line 4 is the projection onto 
the A2-t f plane. The figure shows the convergence 
process starting from a poor initial guess (A1 = 0, 
).2 = 0, and tf = 1 second). The final result of the 
continuation is A1 = -0.086068,).2 = -0.783663, and 
tf = 2.75787 which is close to the final solution. When 
these values are used as the starting guess, shooting 
finds the correct solution in four shots. 
If the problem is difficult, continuation does not do 
very well without careful and lengthy integration. It 
can also get run into numerical difficulties where the 
system of Equations (24)-(26) become singular when 
solving for dAd dr, dA2/ dr, and dt JI dr. This can 
sometimes be overcome but choosing another starting 
point (so the continuation track doesn't go to the same 
problematical place). 
The techniques of continuation and shooting were 
combined to provide a method for finding solutions to 
optimal path planning for the wheel. The algorithm is 
to start with continuation from a computer-generated 
starting guess. Use the result of the continuation as 
the initial guess for shooting. If the shooting doesn't 
converge in a reasonable number of shots, use the re-
sult of the previous continuation as the starting guess 
for another round of continuation. Repeat this cycle 
until a solution is found or a maximum number of cy-
cles are exceeded. 
The combination of continuation and shooting work 
well for planning optimal motions for a wheel within 
certain ranges of goal distance. 
5 The nature of the solutions -
The combined method of continuation and shooting 
was used to compute the solution to a set of problems 
for Og = 0, -3.5 ~ Xg ~ 3.5, and 0 ~ Yg ~ 3.5. The 
resulting solutions for A1, A2, and tg are shown as 3-
dimensional surfaces in Figure 6. An important thing 
to note about these surfaces is that they are relatively 
smooth. The surfaces are not complex and could be 
stored compactly. 
6 Conclusions 
Finding optimal motions for a wheel is difficult but 
the combination of continuation and shooting works 
well (within limits). The technique explored in this 
paper is applicable to other types of motion planning 
problems, such as planning the motion of robot arms, 
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(b) Surface of A2 solutions 
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Figure 6: Optimal solutions for paths to (x, y, 0) 
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